
Maximise anti-oxidant  
status to support  
fertility, vitality and  
immune system



AO-mix are natural polyphenol-based blends which 

can be used as anti-oxidants  in feeds. What’s more, these 

natural alternatives deliver top results, thanks to outstanding 

anti-oxidant bioavailability and distribution characteristics 

that have been fine-tuned to meet the different digestive 

system needs of ruminants and monogastrics. This ensures 

that each species can achieve the optimal anti-oxidant status 

necessary to maximise fertility, offspring vitality and immune 

system support.

Anti-oxidants – the free-radical fighters
All living organisms, including livestock, produce free 

radicals: unstable molecules that can cause damage to cell 

membranes, DNA, and, eventually, to the overall health of  

the immune system and other functions. Clearly, free radicals 

can have quite a negative impact on technical results.  

The only way to neutralise them and limit their damage 

is with anti-oxidants, which animals can only acquire via 

supplements in their feed. However, in order to ensure  

an optimal anti-oxidant status, the ingredient must not only 

have a high anti-oxidant value, it also has to be highly 

effective in terms of bioavailability and distribution.

Good bioavailability for optimal absorption
The degree to which anti-oxidants in a premix actually 

become available to an animal depends on how well they  

are absorbed. This is an important factor, since ruminants  

and monogastrics have very different types of digestive 

systems. A supplement that ruminants can optimally digest 

will be sub-optimally digested by poultry and swine, and 

vice versa. Even if the anti-oxidant value is high, the 

digestibility determines the level to which the anti-oxidants 

are absorbed and actually become available to the 

animal’s system. 

 

Because of this, AO-mix is available in two different, 

carefully developed blends – one for ruminants and another 

for monogastrics – each tailored to their specific digestive 

systems. This ensures that your feed mixes will offer equally 

high anti-oxidant bioavailability to all your end-users. 

for Ruminants and Monogastrics

Maximise anti-oxidant status 

AOmix

 
to support fertility, vitality and  
immune system
Anti-oxidants are of vital importance to the overall health  
of livestock. That’s why Trouw Nutrition has developed 
AO-mix – anti-oxidant blends that provide the total  
protection against free radicals that ruminants and  
monogastrics need, to optimise fertility, vitality and 
immune system support. 
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Optimal distribution for total protection
Aside from bioavailability, another crucial factor in an anti-

oxidant’s effectiveness is its distribution within the body.  

One of the factors that influences this distribution is the  

water versus fat solubility, which differs for each anti-oxidant. 

This determines the areas the anti-oxidant can reach in the 

cell. Vitamin E, for instance, only comes as far as the cell 

membrane, so can only deliver its anti-oxidant effect at this 

site – not in the cell’s internal or external watery environment. 

The natural polyphenols in AO-mix have been 

selected to range from water soluble to biphasic (soluble in 

both water and fat) to fat soluble, which ensures an optimal 

anti-oxidant status in every part of the cellular environment.

How AO-mix works



AO-mix for Monogastrics
An equally high-value anti-oxidant blend, but with  

polyphenols specially selected to deliver maximum 

bioavailability and distribution to animals with single-

compartment stomachs.

AO-mix for Ruminants
A high-value anti-oxidant blend of polyphenols  

carefully combined to maximise bioavailability  

and distribution to animals with complex,  

four-chamber stomachs.

Maximise fertility
Sperm has a high level of metabolic activity, which 

encourages a greater amount of free-radical production. 

Anti-oxidants protect these vulnerable, single-cell organisms 

from damage and loss of functionality. 

Contribute to offspring vitality
At birth, animals typically experience a period of oxygen 

shortage, which stimulates free-radical production. 

If free radicals are neutralised by anti-oxidants at this time, 

it maximises offspring vitality and viability. 

Protects the immune system
If the spread of free radicals is not controlled, the biological 

system’s ability to repair the damage is increasingly reduced, 

leading to body tissue and immune system damage.  

Anti-oxidants stop free radicals in their tracks.

AO-mix – for optimal anti-oxidant  
status and benefits
AO-mix is available in two blends that are specially 

formulated for the unique digestive systems of ruminants 

and monogastrics. This ensures the good bioavailability 

and optimal distribution necessary to deliver the most 

powerful punch of anti-oxidant benefits.

Free radicals first start causing damage in individual cells. If this is not controlled, 
they quickly begin – like falling dominos – to affect surrounding cells. Anti-oxidants 
help prevent this from happening, and safeguard animal health in a variety of ways.

AO-mix for Ruminants and Monogastrics

The protective power of anti-oxidants
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Westside Enterprises is the sole distributor of the AOmix Product Range in Southern Africa.


